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Abstract: Cloud computing is a distributed model which provides shared pool of resources and services to the customers. Cloud
computing can easily provide services through network and these are on demand services to the users. User stores different kinds of
data on the cloud which can be sensitive or private and should not be disclose to unauthorized users. That is why the data owner needs
to know that who is accessing his data without his required permission and whether his data is handled according to the service level
agreement which is made at the time when user registers for the services in cloud. For that data owner should know the current usage
of his data in cloud through accountability. In this paper, we are focusing on accountability of outsourced data in cloud. Accountability
is verification of authentication and authorization policies. It consists of automated logging and auditing of the data usage. In
automated logging, any access to the owner’s data will trigger authentication and log is generated automatically. These logs generated
are sent to the data owner so that he can audit his data usage by analyzing the log records. After analyzing the log records, if data
owner finds any unauthorized access to the outsourced data then he will convey this to the cloud service provider in form of audit file.
Cloud service provider will read the audit file and take the decisions according to the type of access made to the outsourced data.
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1. Introduction
Cloud computing is a model which provides shared pool of
resources and services to the customers. Cloud computing
can easily provide services through network and these are on
demand services to the users. Many users from large
organizations to individuals take services from Cloud. Now
days, there are commercial and individual cloud computing
services are available, which are Amazon, Google,
Microsoft, Yahoo, Salesforce, etc.
User stores different kinds of data on the cloud which can be
sensitive or private and should not be disclose to
unauthorized users. For example, personal healths care data,
financial data, etc. This outsourced data processed on cloud
and data owner didn’t know that on which machine in cloud
his data resides and who are accessing his data without prior
his knowledge. That’s why the data owner should know that
who are using or accessing his data without his permission
and whether his data is handled according to the service level
agreement which is made at the time, when user registers for
the services in cloud he sign on for services in cloud [1]. For
that the data owner should know the current usage of his
data.
To increase the trust between the cloud and its users, all
actions performed on user’s data should be made transparent
to the data owner. This transparency can be achieved by
using accountability mechanism. Accountability can help
cloud users to monitor their outsourced data and also the data
owner can able to check whether their data is accessed by
authorized or unauthorized user. Accountability can ensure
the integrity of the outsourced data in the cloud.
In this paper, we are focusing on accountability of outsourced
data usage. Accountability is verification of authentication
and authorization policies. It consists of automated logging
and auditing of the data usage. In automated logging, any
access to the owner’s data will trigger authentication and log
is generated automatically. These generated logs are sent to
the data owner so that he can audit his data usage by
analyzing the log records. This approach can help to identify
unauthorized access to the outsourced data. The components
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which perform logging and merging of actions on data are
logger and log harmonizer. These components are JAR files
and it makes usage of JAR capabilities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes literature survey. Section 3 specifies the problem
statement. Section 4 represents proposed idea of
accountability of data usage in cloud. Section 5 discusses the
related mathematical work and Section 6 discusses about the
security issues and solutions. Finally, Section 7 gives idea
about experimental setup and section 8 shows results
achieved, followed by the conclusion of the paper.

2. Related Work
In this section we review some cloud data storage privacy
and security related issues and problems. Then, we discussed
about the accountability techniques adopted in cloud. Some
discussion is also based on the privacy and security issues in
cloud.
Cloud computing has many issues in security and privacy of
outsourced data storage. Zhifeng Xiao and Yang Xiao
identified these issues in [14], with the help of some
attributes like availability of services, integrity of data,
confidentiality, and accountability of cloud. Ramgovind S. et
al discussed security considerations and current challenges to
the cloud computing [15].
In [16], Daniele Catteddu et al presented a model of
accountability in which they have defined the accountability
as data governance, differentiating among accountability
attributes, practices, mechanisms and tools. S. Pearson in
[11] described accountability as core concept and how it
helps to increase the trust in cloud. In [10], Ryan K L Ko et
al presented trust related scenario to achieve accountability in
cloud. In [8] and [9], discusses privacy and accountability in
cloud in more detail. In paper [19], authors have done
literature survey on accountability of data usage.
Smitha Sundareswaran et al presented a new approach for
accountability for data sharing in cloud [1], in which they
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have used JAR functionalities to create the log records and to
evaluate the records. In [2], Cong Wang et al presented an
idea for auditing of cloud storage, in which they have
introduced one third party auditor (TPA) to check integrity of
outsourced data in cloud. In [12], Boyang Wang et al
proposed privacy preserving mechanism to audit the shared
data storage on cloud. Yan Zhu also proposed audit service
to verify the integrity of outsourced data in cloud [17]. Kan
Yang proposed an auditing protocol for cloud data storage
[18]. Ming Li et al presented a new patient centric
framework; this uses attribute-based encryption (ABE)
technique to encrypt each patient’s health record files [13].
S. Pearson et al represent technical solution to the
accountability to solve security risks in cloud and in this
mechanism the policies are decided by the users that access
or share the data [3]. To make outsourced data more secure
on cloud, S. Pearson et al developed privacy manager
software which helps the user to secure his data on cloud [4].
This data is in encrypted form on cloud and this privacy
manager makes readable data from encrypted data. Ryan K L
Ko et al presents TrustCloud framework addresses
accountability and discusses key challenges in achieving a
trusted cloud by using detective controls [5]. R. Corin et al
proposed procedural and technical solutions to demonstrate
accountability to minimize privacy and security risks in cloud
[6].

3. Problem Statement
In this section, we are specifying problem statement by
considering an example from which we can get the objectives
for our proposed system.
We consider a health care management system, because now
days most of the hospitals and clinics make use of cloud to
share the health information among the patients, health care
staff and insurance company. In this system, doctors need to
manage patient’s health records carefully so that no one can
make misuse of it, hence this approach can be the hospitalcentric. In this, doctors or any administrative faculty of
hospital be the data owner of patient’s health records. So,
hospital wants to do audit of patients health records usage.
For this the owner of these health records needs the following
requirements:
 Health records can be downloaded by only authorized
health care staff members and insurance company.
 For critical diseases, hospital faculties needs to set
authorization policies for health record users.
 If the disease is nominal then other people can also
allowed viewing the health records.
 According to the designation of the data user in hospitals
and insurance company, patient can allow to view or
download the health record.
 Hospital management system wants to ensure that the
cloud service provider is not sharing patient’s health
records with anyone else.
With the help of this above requirements we identify some
needs and we reach to following objectives of accountability
in cloud.
 Creating the log records of all the actions performed on
outsourced data in cloud.
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 To help the data owner to monitor his data by analyzing
the log records.
 To identify the unauthorized access to the owner's data.
 Ensuring the confidentiality and integrity of log records
created.

4. Proposed Work
In this section, we are focusing on accountability of data
usage in cloud and description of how we are going to record
the actions performed on the data in cloud. Accountability
framework in this architecture consists of automated logging
and auditing of user’s accesses to the owner’s data in the
cloud. Logging has two important components which are
logger and log harmonizer. In Fig. 1, working of
accountability mechanism in cloud is shown. When user will
access the data, log of each access is created by logger and it
will send these generated log record to log harmonizer. Log
harmonizer will merge all these log records and checks for
error correction and recovery of logs. Then log harmonizer
will send the log file to the data owner periodically or after
on demand of the data owner. Data owner receive the log file
and analyze the log records in it. If data owner finds any
unauthorized access to the outsourced data then he will
convey this to the cloud service provider through audit file.
So cloud service provider can take the appropriate action
according to the type of access made to the outsourced data.
Logger component is a JAR file performs automated logging
and verification of authentication and authorization of users
and cloud service provider. This JAR contains the data file
and the access policies for authentication and authorization
of the CSP and data users. Logger generates log records of
each action performed on the outsourced data and encrypts
these log records to provide confidentiality. The created log
records are sent to the log harmonizer periodically or
immediately after log creation by the logger.
Log harmonizer is also a JAR file which collects log records
from the logger periodically, so that harmonizer can know
that logger is active. Log harmonizer is also responsible for
error correction of log files and recovery. Log harmonizer
supports two modes to send log files to the data owner which
are push and pull mode. In push mode, harmonizer
periodically sends log files to the data owner in automated
fashion. In pull mode, data owner requests for the log file to
the harmonizer and log harmonizer send log file to the owner
as response.
Following are the steps of accountability1. Creation of JAR file by setting authentication and
authorization policies with data.
2. Actions performed on the data by cloud users like view or
download data files.
3. Logging of each action performed on data by logger.
4. Logger send log records periodically to the log
harmonizer.
5. Log harmonizer receives log record from logger and
merges all these log records.
6. Error correction in logs is performed by log harmonizer
and generated log file is sent to data owner.
7. Data owner receives log files and performs analysis of log
files.
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8. After analysis completion, if data owner found
unauthorized access to the data then he will create audit
file of it.
9. Data owner send generated audit file to the cloud service
provider.
10. Cloud service provider will take appropriate actions
according to the access type to the outsourced data.
Initially data owner will set the access policies with data and
then he will create the JAR file and submits it to the cloud
ser0vice provider. When this data is accessed by the users
then logger will create one log record and this action will be
recorded in this log record. Then after recording each and
every action, logger will generate error correction
information for each record and send them to the log
harmonizer. Log harmonizer merges all these records in one
log file and sends this file to the data owner. Data owner will
analyze the log records and perform audit on it. If data owner
finds any unauthorized access to the data then he will create
audit file to store this information and send this audit file to
the cloud service provider. After receiving the audit file,
cloud service provider will read it and take the appropriate
actions according to the access type made by the users.
Following system block diagram shows the different entities
of accountability mechanism in cloud and interactions among
them.

Figure 1: System Flow Diagram

5. Mathematical Model
S = { s, e, X, Y, D, J, L, A, O, C, U, f | ϕs }
Let, S is the system.
 s - Start state of the system
 e - End state of the system
 X - Set of inputs to the system i.e. JAR file (J) consisting
data and access control policies.
 X={J}
 Y - Output of the system i.e. log records (L) created.
 Y = { L, A }
 D - Set of data files to outsource to cloud.
 D = { Da Є D | Da is the data file to outsource. }
 J - Set of JAR files created for every data file which is to
outsource.
 J = { Jl, Jh }
Where,
- Jl - Logger which performs logging of data.
- Jh - Log harmonizer used to perform audit.
 L - Set of log records i.e. log file in system.
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 L = { L1, L2, L3, . . . . , Lm }
Where, m is the no. of log records.
A - Audit file generated after analysis of log file
O - Owner of the outsourced data.
C - Cloud service provider.
U - Set of users which accesses outsourced data.
 U = { U1, U2, U3, . . . . , Ur }
Where, r is the no. of users.
f - Set of functions.
 f = { fc, fu, fl, fe, fh, fa }
fc - Function to create the JAR file by setting the policies
with data and submit this created JAR file to the cloud
provider.
 fc : J(D)  C
fu - Function to represent use or access of data by users.
 fu: Ur  J(D)
fl - Function to create log records of each access to the
outsourced data.
 fl : Jl  Lm
fe - Logger will perform error correctness in log records
and submits log records to the log harmonizer.
 fe: Jl(D)  Jh
fh - Log harmonizer merge all log records from logger
and send it to the data owner.
 fh : Jh ( L1 U L2 U L3 U . . . ,U Lm )



fa - Data owner performs auditing of data by analyzing
the log records.
 fa: ( O  fm(L) ) A
 ϕs- Constraints on system:
1. If JAR file creation on JVM is failed.
o fsc - function represents failure of JAR file
creation.
2. If authentication of CSP and data user failed.
o fsa - function represents failure of authentication
of CSP and data users
3. If logger is not able to create log records.
o fsl - function represents failure of logger
4. If log harmonizer is not able to merging of log
records and submitting log files to the data owner
and CSP.
o fsh - function represents failure of log
harmonizer.
5. Network failure i.e. physical connection problems.
o fnw - function represents network failure in
system.
 Success - Log records are successfully created and
unauthorized accesses to the data are avoided by the
logger.
 ( fc ∩ fu ∩ fl ∩ fe∩ fh ∩ fa)  Lm


Failure - Logs are not created and data owner is not able
to audit the outsourced data.
 ( fl U fh U fa) ≠ Lm

6. Security Discussion
In this section, we are discussing some security attacks and
solutions for them. We need certificate authority to certify
authentication requests for CSP and data users to access the
data in cloud. The JAR file which contains the data and the
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log files in it, so the attacker can try to learn the information
from these log files. Attackers may have that much of
knowledge of the structure of JAR files and our
accountability framework. We are considering here that the
JVM platform that we are using is not corrupted, and on this
assumption we are trying to avoid the different attacks in our
system.
6.1

Coping Attack

The most dangerous attack is that attacker may copy the
entire JAR file and try to get extra information from it [7].
We can able to detect this kind of attacks because every JAR
file needs to send redundancy information periodically to the
log harmonizer. So this approach can also detect the files
which are created without knowledge of the data owner.

the implementation and each node will have minimum
configuration as Intel Core i3 processor, 4GB RAM, 500GB
Hard Drive and network connectivity. Each node should have
the JVM environment.

8. Results
Results can be shown with the help of parameters like log
creation time, authentication time, logging time, log merging
time and size of the JAR files created. Log creation time and
merging time are less than the time required for logging.
Authentication time is considered in logging time only. Size
of the JAR file created can be less than the actual data file,
due to compression facility provided by the JAR files.
Following graph shows the original data file size versus
created JAR file size.

6.2 Account or Service Hijacking
Always reused credentials and passwords may results impact
of such attacks. If an attacker gets access to the credentials of
the user, then he can eavesdrops on user transactions and
operations, also he can manipulate the log records. This can
be avoided by powerful authentication and proactive
monitoring to detect unauthorized access. In our proposed
idea, we can use OpenSSL-based certificates to authenticate
cloud service provider and SAML-based authentication to
authenticate cloud users.
6.3 Data loss or leakage

Figure 2: Size of the Logger component

Attack on JAR files may results to data loss or leakage
because attacker may try to learn information from the log
files. Loss of encoding key may affects integrity and
confidentiality of data files. This can be detected by strong
API access control policies and strong key generations for
CSP and data users.
6.4 Man-in-the-Middle Attack
An attacker may try to manipulate the messages among the
certificate authority, data owner and CSP while
authentication. Attacker may try to establish a fake
connection among these entities, but it can be avoided by
proper session handling.
6.5 Attacks on JVM
Attacker may try to do settlement with the JVM. We can use
hashing techniques like oblivious hashing to check the
integrity of the JVM, so we can check the correctness of the
JRE on which we are executing our JAR files.

7. Experimental Setup
In this section, we introduce the settings for the test
environment in which the required configuration is specified.
The test environment may consist of minimum number of 2
nodes in which one will be the cloud storage and another will
be the client machine. On these nodes we are configuring
OpenStack cloud which is open source cloud and can be
easily available [19]. We will use Linux-based machines for
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Log file consist of number of log records from loggers. Log
records are the tuples of 6 elements which are collected by
the logger and written to single log record. Log record (L)
shown as,
L = < CSP, User, Act, Perm, F, T >
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

CSP - Cloud service provider
User - Identity of user who accessed data
Act - Action performed on data
Perm - Permission granted or denied
F - File on which access attempted
T - Time and date of action performed

<csp, nitin, View, Granted, file.txt, 2015-03-11 16:52:30>
User nitin is granted to view a file file.txt under csp cloud
service provider at 2015-07-25 16:52:30.

9. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an approach for accountability of
data usage in cloud. It will help data owner to audit his
outsourced data by creating the log records of all actions
performed on his data. We can provide confidentiality and
integrity to the generated logs. By analyzing the audit files,
cloud service provider can restrict or control the
unauthorized access to the outsourced data. Finally, this
approach can help data owner to trust more on cloud service
providers as it can increase the transparency among data
owner and his data under the control of cloud service
provider.
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In the future, we will try to provide more security to the JVM
environment.
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